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Description of the Precinct 

Introduction 

The Maximum Security Prison - in terms of recent history - is considered the most significant precinct on Robben Island 
due to its association with Nelson Mandela, Walter Sisulu, Govan Mbeki and the numerous other notable political 
prisoners imprisoned during the Apartheid years.  


Brief History 

The (then) Minister of Justice, C. R. ‘Blackie’ Swart announced on 13  May 1959, in the House of Assembly, that Robben 
Island would be taken over from the navy and would become a maximum security institution. The South African Prison 
Service officially took control of Robben Island on 1 April 1961. The Maximum Security Prison that would be constructed 
on Robben Island was to be used exclusively to imprison black male political prisoners.


Buildings to the north of the Navy Headquarter's building on Robben Island were converted into a Convict Prison. 
Common law prisoners accommodated here provided the necessary labour to build the Maximum Security Prison (MSP). 
Work on the MSP proceeded based on the construction drawings prepared by the South African Prison Service’s (Suid 
Afrikaanse Gevangenisdiens) drawing office, which was then presumably  located in Pretoria.


Prior to the completion of the MSP, political prisoners were first accommodated in the old WWII barracks associated with 
the Cornelia Battery, on the north.east side of the Island. Shortly thereafter the political prisoners were temporarily 
accommodated in a large corrugated iron prison building - known colloquially as the ‘Zink Tronk’. This temporary 
structure was sited just to the north of the Maximum Security Prison and it was apparently only in the mid 1960’s when it 
was finally removed.


Planning 

In planning terms, the MSP was anchored by the Main Prison Building on the east side of the MSP precinct. The Main 
Prison Building was located closest to Murray’s Bay Harbour and was entered through a single storey linear wing 
containing the Administration Offices, Prisoner Registration facilities and a large Armoury.  At an early date a large 
prefabricated office building was attached to the north end of this wing.


The balance of the Main Prison Building was planned around three separate exercise courtyards. A substantial Single 
Cell section adjoined the south courtyard. The single Cell Section comprised numbers of small, single cells arranged on 
both sides of a circulation corridor together with the necessary ablutions, stores and warder’s offices.  This formed a 
perimeter block around three sides of the south courtyard. A broad circulation corridor - with catwalk over - separated 
and permitted surveillance over the adjoining south and central courtyard. The Prison Hospital adjoined the central 
courtyard and the north courtyard.


The single cell Section was later sub-divided into Sections A, B and C which were contiguous yet completely separate. 
Section B retained the bulk of the south courtyard but narrow portions of the courtyard were subdivided to create 
separate outdoor yards for Section A and Section C - the latter used as an Isolation and Punishment Section. Additional 
narrow courtyards were added to the west side of Section A and Section C.


The central corridor through the Main Prison Building gave access into the General Section in which four freestanding 
prison buildings were constructed. These four H-plan prison buildings were symmetrically sited about two cross axes - 
one of them centrally placed and the other three in three of the quadrants. The layout would have permitted a fifth 
identical H-plan building to be constructed in the remaining open space.


The four General Section buildings would be identified as Sections D, E, F and G of the MSP. Each of the General 
Section buildings was based on an H-plan, within its own walled exercise yard. Each of the four General Section 
buildings accommodated four separate linear, general or ‘communal’ cells - one in each of the four wings of the H-plan. 
The horizontal  'bar' of each H-plan contained a broad central passage (originally secured with a gate at each end), four 
separate ablution blocks (one for each general cell) and two large store rooms.  Entry into each of the four general cells 
and the two store rooms was from the central passage but the four ablution blocks were each accessed directly from the 
adjoining general cell. A total of 16 separate general cells was provided with this layout.


A substantial linear Kitchen building and attached Boiler Room was sited on the west side of the MSP site. Together with 
the associated cells for the prisoners on Kitchen duty and the ancillary stores, the building was planned around a small 
courtyard space. A large Hall was located on the south west side of the Maximum Security Prison site.


Five free-standing watch towers were constructed - one at each of the corners of the perimeter and another in close 
proximity to the Kitchen. Each watch tower was provided with a WC and wash-hand basin for the duty warder and a set 
of vertical ladders to gain access to the upper level. A perimeter fence line connected the adjoining watch towers. A 
double fence was subsequently constructed in the late 1970’s to form a narrow passage in which guard dogs were 
placed at night.


A  large recreation area with playing fields and four tennis courts was located on the north side of the precinct - within 
the secure perimeter fence of the MSP. 


Construction Technique 

The external elevations of the MSP buildings 
have a very specific and unusual architectural 
quality, quite probably unique to Robben Island. 
The walls of these buildings - and of other 
buildings of a similar era on Robben Island - 
were finished externally with large blue-green 
slate slabs laid in irregular and random patterns.  
The junctions between the adjacent stone slabs 
were finished with flush mortar joints with raised 
strap pointing.   Internally such walls were 
typically finished as plastered and painted 
brickwork.


The Prison Service relied on the use of Convict 
labour - rather than the Political Prisoners 
themselves - to build the MSP buildings. The particular construction method used to build the walls was to create two 
permanent 'shutters' to form the inner and the outer surfaces of the wall with the cavity between the two ‘shutters’ filled 
with in-situ concrete. This method is clearly demonstrated in MSP: Section B, where an opening has been carefully cut 

Fig 1.  Typical Robben Island sand/lime/shell brick
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through an external wall (between Section B and the dedicated Ablution 
block) to facilitate the flow of visitors through the prison. The three 
separate layers of the wall construction described above are all clearly 
visible.


The inner 'shutter' was a 230 mm thick double-brick wall, the bricks 
made on the island using crushed sea-shells, sea sand and cement.  
The outer ‘shutter’ was the blue-green slate slabs (typically about 150 
mm thick) quarried on Robben Island. As the wall structure progressed 
the resultant cavity between the two shutters was filled with concrete. 
The completed wall was in the order of 500 mm thick and was clearly 
suitable as a prison wall for a maximum security prison.


The foundation walls of the Maximum Security Prison were also 
constructed following this method and were built up to the horizontal 
level matching the required level of the Damp Proof Course (DPC) 
relative to the floor level within the building. Once the DPC had been 
placed, construction could then proceed with the main wall above. The 
horizontal line of the DPC is clearly visible on the external facades of 
the MSP as a ‘witness mark’ recording this particular milestone in the 
construction of the buildings.


In the years 1964 to 1968, Mr. J. F. Opperman - presumably employed on Robben Island  by the Prison Service - was 
involved in the construction of the Alpha 6 Watch Tower, one of the many high level watch towers constructed in and 
around the MSP. Opperman confirmed the above description of the construction process and elaborated on the specific 
method that was used to achieve a close match between adjacent stones. Once a slate slab had been placed and set in 
its final position, a large piece of paper would be held against the slab and the exact irregular outline of the stone would 
be traced onto the paper. The resulting ’pattern’ was then used to mark the next stone and prepare the edge to the same 
matching outline. Opperman also confirmed that the large slabs were lifted into place using a rope with a block and 
tackle. (Opperman, J.F.: Interview by H. Deacon and N. Ramoupi, 4 December 2000).


All the Maximum Security Prison buildings, except for the few auxiliary buildings and the prefabricated Annexe to the 
Main Prison building, were built with the above technique. 


The Main Prison Building was provided with timber framed casement windows. A noteworthy feature of this building was 
the use of purpose-made square precast concrete facade blocks faced with sea pebbles, each pebble set at close 
centres and projecting beyond the mortar matrix to form a dense and unusual surface pattern. These were arranged in 
rectangular blocks on the entrance facade. The same facing block detail was also used within the entrance lobby. 


The internal finishes to the MSP buildings were generally a high gloss enamel or an PVA paint. Floors were highly 
polished granolithic concrete screeds.  


The roofs of the MSP buildings are typically Asbestos cement 'Big Six' profile corrugated roof sheeting on wooden 
trusses - supported on the concrete ceiling of the cells below.  The rainwater goods are predominantly asbestos cement. 
Windows to the single cells and communal cells are steel casements with groups of substantial vertical round bars set at 
close centres to prevent escape.


Statement of Significance 

Robben Island has a long history as a remote and inaccessible site for incarcerating outcasts and prisoners at various 
times in South Africa’s history. Robben Island became the most powerful symbol of the imprisonment of political 
prisoners in South Africa. During the Apartheid era the majority of the black male political activists imprisoned for their 
opposition to the Apartheid regime were held here. The Maximum Security Prison was in continuous use for a 30 year 
period, from 1962 to 1991. The Maximum Security Prison population expressly excluded ‘White’ prisoners, but did 
however include African, Indian and Coloured males. The Maximum Security Prison had the largest population of political 
prisoners - over the longest duration - during the Apartheid era.  The Maximum Security Prison became known as 
Robben Island University due to the manner in which the prisoners were able to use their time to pass on their own 
knowledge and political insights to other prisoners.


The  Forecourt 

The Forecourt is of symbolic significance in that it provides a setting for the Maximum Security Prison entrance door and 
was thus the ultimate threshold for political prisoners between freedom and incarceration.  (Baumann and Le Grange, 
2001)


It is a central place on the Island at which a number of routes and linkages converge.  The approach axis from the 
Harbour focuses on the space and Cornelia and Boundary Roads both link into it.  The precinct is bounded by the 
Maximum Security Prison complex (buildings, Watch Towers and perimeter fences) to the west, the Kramat to the north-
west and Boundary Road to the south-east.  (Baumann and Le Grange, 2001)


The Entrance 

The Maximum Security Prison Entrance building (B083) is both of symbolic and historical significance.  As the entrance 
(door) and threshold it symbolises the gateway into the prison. The administrative and control functions associated with 
it, further reinforces this symbolism. (Baumann and Le Grange, 2001)


The Entrance is of symbolic significance in that the building was built by the prisoners themselves, by both political and 
criminal prisoners.  (Baumann and Le Grange, 2001)


Immediately to the left when one enters the building is the armoury and associated offices.  To the right, offices used in 
the registration of prisons and general administration.  An annex, an asbestos cement pre-fabricated structure (B082), 
was built shortly after the main buildings where built to house additional administration staff.


A double storey central spine dividing the prison in two sections, leads to the west, to the dormitory cell blocks, the 
kitchen and dining room.  The upper open central spine was used by warders to keep an eye on prisoners spending time 
in the open courtyards.


The Prison 

The prison (B088) is divided into four sections, Sections A, B and C - single cells either side of a centralised corridor, and 
Section H, the hospital wing located to the north of the central spine.
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Fig 2.  Opening in Section B wall
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The external walls of the prison are approximately 500mm thick and are made up of a 220mm skin of cement/sea shells/
sand bricks (made on the Island), a 250mm mass-concrete centre and the external blue stone cladding of approximately 
40mm thickness. (Baumann and Le Grange, 2001)


The typical Maximum Security prison cells are 2,1m x 2,4m. Steel trowelled granolithic floor finish, reinforced concrete 
ceiling, plastered and painted walls.  External and internal steel windows with 30mm diameter steel bars at 100mm 
centres. Double rebated steel door frame, flush solid core timber doors and steel gate. 


The cells are of great symbolic and historic significance. As the space in which political prisoners spent probably most of 
his time in prison, the cell symbolises the confinement and incarceration of all political prisoners and indeed the 
repression of South Africa’s disenfranchised people under apartheid rule.  These cells within the Maximum Security 
section was a prototype of prison cells on the Island and of other prison cells on the mainland. (Baumann and Le Grange, 
2001)


The Courtyards 

The prison has various courtyards, each associated with an adjoining Section.


The gravel covered courtyards with patches of concrete paving and limited garden area.  All courtyards are bounded by a 
4.5m high stippled plastered clay brick / cement brick wall.


As a place of gathering, eating, informal sport and work for political prisoners, the Courtyard is of symbolic and historical 
significance.  As one of the few early communal spaces it is particularly symbolic of the shared incarceration of 
prisoners.  It was the place to make contact in, to talk and share ideas and to see the sky. 


The stark and austere quality of the space is symbolic of prison life.  Of further symbolic significance is the fact that the 
courtyard was made by the prisoners themselves, by both political and criminal prisoners. (Baumann and Le Grange, 
2001)


Watch Towers 

As one of the few vertical physical elements on the Island it is of place making significance and is one of the four vertical 
‘landmarks’ that mark the perimeter of the fenced-in compound of the Prison. (Baumann and Le Grange, 2001)


As part of the Maximum Security Prison precinct, the watch towers are both of symbolic and historical significance 
having served the purpose of continual surveillance over the Prison complex and over the political prisoners themselves, 
the tower, built by prisoners.  (Baumann and Le Grange, 2001) 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List of Buildings within and around the MSP

No Building Section Area

B080 Alpha 7 Guard Tower 31

B081 Sub Station SS 59

B082 Guides’ Recreation 305

B083 Reception & Armoury R 496

B084 Female Public Toilets 37

B085 Section B Ablutions 81

B086 Alpha 4 Guard Tower 41

B087 Male Public Toilets 27

B088 Sections A, B, C, H A B C H 2405

B089 Ancillary Building H 10

B090 Cell Block Section F F 787

B091 Ancillary Building F 11

B092 Cell Block Section D D 787

B093 Ancillary Building D 11

B094 Cell Block Section G G 787

B095 Ancillary Building G 11

B096 Alpha 6 Guard Tower 31

B097 Toilet 12

B099 Ancillary Building K 25

B100 Kitchen Store K 339

B101 Boiler House & Kitchen K 275

B102 Guard Tower 31

B103 Dining Hall L 629

B105 Cell Block Section E E 787

B106 Ancillary Building E 11

B108 Alpha 5 Guard Tower 41

8067
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Assessment October 2019  
Build Year 8067 m2  
Area 1965 - 1966 
Condition 4 
Valuation ~R 83 313 460 (2010) 
Grading	 	1

Approach to Conserving the Fabric 

The fundamental approach to the ongoing conservation and long term care for the Maximum 
Security Prison should be carefully considered. 

Robben Island Museum should only do as much as is necessary to care for the existing fabric 
and social significance of buildings, spaces and surrounds to support their ongoing use as a 
Museum.   

At the same time RIM should make as little intervention as possible - in order to avoid any 
adverse affects on the building fabric and its social, cultural, political and historical 
significance. 

In order to give effect to such an approach the following guidelines would 
need be adopted and pursued: 

• Regular preventative maintenance should be prioritised and carried out to 
prevent water damage and its adverse affects; 


• Roof leaks should be immediately resolved to prevent any damage the interior 
fabric of the building;


• Gutters and downpipes must be completely serviceable and functioning to 
ensure water is discharged away from the building;


• Leaking downpipes must be repaired to prevent ingress of water into the 
walls;


• Damaged pointing to the mortar joints of the external stone walls should 
repaired and restored to match the existing;


• External painted walls should be painted - when required - to avoid any 
ingress of moisture through the painted surface;


• Plumbing fittings and water pipes within the museum buildings should be 
disconnected to avoid potential leaks and water damage;


• Steel components that are rusting should be treated to halt and prevent the 
rust spreading;


• Broken windows should be immediately fixed to exclude weather and animal 
life;


• Window panes should be cleaned on a regular basis according to an agreed 
schedule;


• Spaces, areas and courtyards must be cleaned regularly according to an 
agreed schedule. 

The intention of this approach is to avoid sanitising and changing the conditions and 
environment that existed during the time the buildings were used as a Prison. 

Where the numbers and duration of visiting tourists are affecting the building fabric - 
appropriate measures should be taken to prevent the damage escalating.  

Such an approach will guarantee the authenticity and integrity of the facility -  it's 
presentation and significance  to local and foreign visitors alike.

Typical Description of Building Components
Roof Unpainted corrugated asbestos cement gable roof with unpainted 

asbestos cement ridge flashing, and painted gutters and downpipes. 
Paint flaking.

Eaves Painted exposed 38 x 114 rafters, with vertical ends.

External Walls Cladded with Blue Stone from surface bed to underside roof

External Walls 
Plinth

Clad with Blue Stone. Raised mortar joints, original using lime, later 
repairs in cement mortar, the latter mostly failing. Under eaves: 
Smooth plaster and some areas painted PVA acrylic.

Doors Painted framed, ledged, braced and battened doors with mortice 
locks.

Door Frames Painted hardwood door frames.

Steel gates Recently painted steel prison gates of varying sized diameter round 
and flat bar, some with 3mm steel plates welded to gates.

Windows Cills Burgundy coloured painted formed plaster cills, many recently 
refurbished. Some cills left unpainted.

Windows Combination steel casement windows with heavy round bar burglar 
bars. Varnished timber framed windows on front facade of building.

Ablutions None

Surface 
Plumbing

Mixture of surface mounted painted galvanised pipes and fittings with 
cast iron vent pipes. 

Electrical Cables Surface mounted, unpainted 25mm bosal conduit from ground to 
underside of roof.

Floors Highly polished granolithic concrete surface bed with upstand 
cementitious skirting with the same finish. Vinyl tiles at administration 
area and terracotta tiles at front entrance lobby.

Internal Walls Plastered and painted mostly high gloss enamel.  Painted drywalls at 
administration area.

Ceilings Painted gypsum or masonite ceiling panels with 15x50 painted cover 
strips over joints. 

Internal Doors Combination of framed, ledged, braced, battened and doors and flush 
panel painted doors.

Electrical Fittings Metal light switches and single plug points. 1,2 and 1,5m long double 
tube fluorescent lights

Water Tanks Three 2500 litre polyethylene water tanks on timber elevated 
platforms.

Boundary & 
Paths

None
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